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Background
The explosion of literature in the ﬁeld of gene=cs makes it hard to keep apace
of new knowledge. Techniques developed in Natural Language Processing and
Corpus Linguis=cs can help. Previously such techniques have been used to
perform tasks such as iden=fying gene-gene or gene-phenotype interac=ons.
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Results - ﬁndings

We will develop techniques to iden=fy words that will provide new clues to
disease ae=ology.

• As expected subject speciﬁc words have a much higher propor=onal
representa=on (Figure 1).
• Once expected words are removed other less predictable words such as
“hydroxylase” are also found to be more frequent in psychiatric
literature (Figure 2).
• Preliminary ﬁnding suggest gene=c psychiatric literature is much more
focused on family based studies.

Method
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Aim

We have performed two searches in PubMed. One to extract ar=cles rela=ng
to gene=c associa=on studies of immune disorders, another to extract ar=cles
rela=ng to gene=c associa=on studies of psychiatric studies.
We use Wmatrix (h/p://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/wmatrix/) to compare the
frequency of words between the two corpora. Frequency diﬀerences are
ranked on the basis of log likelihood results. Those words more frequent in
the psychiatric corpora are presented in the wordles. (Generated using
h/p://www.wordle.net/compose). Figure 1 shows the raw results. Figure 2
shows the results once expected words are removed (e.g. names of
psychiatric disorders)
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Conclusion and Future Work

Results - Data
We have a corpus based on gene=c associa=on studies of immune-related
diseases (21,422 papers, 4,815,641 words) and one based on psychiatric
diseases (15,151 papers, 2,817,417 words)

This approach iden=ﬁes known diﬀerences in the literature and has
the poten=al to iden=fy unknown diﬀerences in the literature.
We are currently working on:
• reproducible methods to ﬁlter expected words to allow us to
focus on new discovery.
• further reﬁnement of the searches.
• Detailed explora=on of the results using techniques such as
seman=c tagging based on known ontologies.
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